DOING MORE WITH LESS IN THE NHS:
IMPOSSIBLE BECOMES THE NEW MINIMUM STANDARD

The Issues
It is no secret that the NHS has savings to make. Budgets are decreasing in real terms and
there is added pressure to achieve.
Initiatives like the ‘NHS Standards of Procurement’ are ambitious, but they demand savings
that cannot be delivered using the existing infrastructure.
Even worse are rules based regulations coming out of public inquiries, like the one following
Midstaffs. They are not only detrimental for staff morale, but force managers to make poor
decisions based on restrictive rules, not evidence.

“Trusts need to find over £1.5 billion of procurement efficiencies over the
next three years.”
Dan Poulter, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Health

The Solution
You could achieve more with less if you could just
see everything clearly. Decisions based on the
complete picture give the best results, but this
picture is surprisingly hard to piece together.
The best method is to use Business Intelligence
software to gather your Trust’s data together and
arrange it meaningfully. By doing this you clearly
see the various narratives of what is happening on
the ground.
Ultimately this means you make the best decisions
based on hard facts. The only way to achieve the
impossible is by making the right choices and doing
it consistently.

The BEST Solution

Below: Just Some of the
Areas We Have Helped to
Improve with the Popular
QlikView Platform.

QlikView has become the de facto solution for the
NHS’s Business Intelligence needs. Powerful and
flexible, it is unique in its ability to deliver Business
Discovery – enabling even novice users to answer
insightful questions on the fly.
The ability to hold millions of records in memory
and cross reference it all simultaneously, combined
with the fast, intuitive interface means that it is
proved perfect for large organisations like the NHS.
Maximum data, minimum training and complete
Trust-wide versatility has seen QlikView installed in
over 150 NHS Trusts.

The QlikView Healthcare Specialists
QlickiT are the original UK QlikView specialists,
officially recognised as the Most Consistent
QlikView Partner. We are best known for delivering
big-impact QlikView solutions into the NHS.

“QlikView, and partner QlickiT,
enable us to rapidly turn the
wealth of data we gather into
useful Information and present
it to our users in a way that is
both engaging and innovative.”
Robin Harris, Imperial
College Healthcare NHS
Trust

Our deployments follow our unique QlikView
methodology developed over 8 years. It offers the
fastest installation times, total ease of modification
and the most optimised performance.
We are responsible for what we believe to be the
most advanced QlikView project in Europe, at
Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust. Working
together we have created over 50 different apps
across the whole Trust. Just one of our apps there
is saving over £40,000 of lost time every week.
No one is better positioned to help the NHS
continue to achieve the impossible than QlickiT
with QlikView.
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